GLOSSARY

NOTPLA GLOSSARY

DEMYSTIFYING
SUSTAINABILITY

The role of this glossary is
to help you to unravel and
understand the complex
terminology surrounding
sustainability, from the diverse
meaning and limitations
of the word sustainable to
the realities of recycling.
As consumers, it is essential
to understand where terms,
products and materials fall short
or misguide us; this glossary
is the perfect place to start.
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REGENERATION IS
MAXIMISING THE
POSITIVE IMPACT FOR
FUTURE GENERATIONS
Sustainability is about preventing
further decay and damage to our world;
regeneration aims to improve and revitalise
the ecosystems we have damaged over time.

SUSTAINABILITY IS LEAVING
NO NEGATIVE IMPACT ON
FUTURE GENERATIONS
The UN defines sustainability as: ‘meeting the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own’.

In practice, this often means that companies aim to
go beyond sustainability by giving back through
projects, such as tree planting or regenerative
agriculture programs. Helping improve the way
we interact with the environment, rejuvenating
ecosystems for the future.
We believe regeneration is the next step up from
sustainability and strive towards that status as a
company.

The SDG’s or Sustainable Development Goals are a globally followed and
recognised set of guidelines for creating a sustainable future.
Our products are sustainable - we create packaging that disappears after use
and does not impact the environment negatively after disposal.
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ECOSYSTEM REFERS TO
‘A BUBBLE OF LIFE’ IN A
GIVEN ENVIRONMENT
This bubble consists of all animals, plants, organisms
and weather. Their relationship with one another
creates unique ecosystems across the planet.
Every time we build, grow
and change our surrounding
environment, we are
modifying the ecosystem.

We believe it’s essential to
understand how they work
to look after them properly.

SEAWEED IS ONE OF THE
MOST REGENERATIVE
MATERIALS ON THE PLANET
GENERAL TERMS
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CIRCULAR ECONOMY IS A
SYSTEM IN WHICH A PRODUCTS
LIFE CYCLE GOES FULL CIRCLE
Circular Economy is about redesigning products
and systems to reduce waste and pollution, reusing
materials and resources.

PRODUCTION
USE

There are three steps to achieving a circular economy:
1. Keep waste out
2. Keep materials in
3. Regenerate natural system
Product development in a circular economy looks at all
product impacts, from creation to eventual disposal.

RECYCLING

Also known as ‘cradle to cradle’
rather than ‘cradle to grave’

GENERAL TERMS
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Pesticide build up
in small animals

BIODEGRADABLE MEANS
MATERIAL CAN BE BROKEN
DOWN NATURALLY BY THE
ORGANISMS IN THE ECOSYSTEM
Simply put, biodegradable
means that the material naturally
(through micro-organisms,
bacteria and fungi) breaks down,
and its components blend back
into the environment.
However, it is important to note
that because a product says it’s
biodegradable, it doesn’t mean
it degrades everywhere. Often
materials need specific conditions
to biodegrade. “Biodegradable”
currently does not reference a time
scale; it could take a lifetime to
decompose, unlike compost which
must biodegrade in 12 weeks.
Like a fruit peel, Notpla biodegrades
in 6 weeks, so it is considered
biodegradable and compostable.

BIOACCUMULATION IS
THE ACCUMULATION
OF A CONTAMINANT IN
A LIVING ORGANISM
The accumulation of a substance over time;
especially a contaminant, such as a pesticide
or heavy metal in a living organism.
For example, when plastic
particles break down,
their chemical properties
can change, making them
potentially more toxic; as
they break down, these
toxins can accumulate in the
soil and organisms in the
surrounding environment.

We think that stats like this
should make us as producers
and consumers warier of
what we consume, create
and how we dispose of
it. It is vital that we know
what impacts our planet.
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INTERNET
SEARCHES FOR
SUSTAINABLE
GOODS HAVE
INCREASED BY 71%
SINCE 2016
ACCORDING TO A
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PLASTIC IS AN UMBRELLA
TERM FOR A WIDE RANGE OF
SYNTHETIC MATERIALS THAT
CAN BE SHAPED AND MOULDED
INTO A VARIETY OF ITEMS
Whilst there are many types of plastic, they fit into one of
two groups, thermosetting and thermoplastics.
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Thermosetting means that once
moulded into a shape, this state
is permanent.

Thermoplastic means that the
material can be remoulded and
reshaped time and time again.

⅓ Of plastic produced is
used to make packaging

THE WORD
"PLASTIC"
COMES FROM
THE GREEK WORD
PLASTIKOS,
WHICH MEANS
TO BE SHAPED OR
MOULDED
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‘plant bottle’ is
only 30% biobased

BIO-BASED MEANS THAT THE
MATERIAL WAS SOURCED
FROM THE BIOMASS OF
NATURAL LIVING ORGANISMS

These often benefit of ‘carbon negative’
starting materials, as plants will sequester
CO2 from the atmosphere. However, it can be
misleading.
Whilst a bio-based bottle will have a lower carbon
footprint, the potential for plastic pollution in the
environment will not change, causing the same
damage to our oceans and wildlife as a fossil fuel
derived bottle.
Biomass - Renewable
organic material from
plants and animals.

Exaggerated! Only
mildly beneficial if
recycled correctly

Sequestration - The
removal of CO2 from the
atmosphere to be stored
in biomass.
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BIOPLASTICS ARE
PLASTICS MADE FROM
RENEWABLE SOURCES
Whilst conventional plastics are
made from unrenewable fossil fuels,
bioplastics use plant-based sources
such as vegetable oil and cornstarch;
this is where bioplastics stand out.
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If something has the word ‘bio’ in front
of it, don’t automatically assume that it’s
kinder to the environment as it’s not a
regulated term.
Bio refers to the origins of the material,
not to the end of life, recyclability or
sustainability of the product.
Bio does not automatically mean
a material is more environmentally
friendly; it just confirms that the source is
renewable.

BIO DOESN’T ALWAYS
MEAN GREENER

PL ASTIC 13

PFAs in their bodies

of microplastics

eaten every week

PFAS & MICROPLASTIC

95%
5g

of US citizens have

HTTPS://AWSASSETS.PANDA.ORG/DOWNLOADS/PLASTIC_INGESTION_PRESS_SINGLES.PDF

PFAS ALSO KNOWN AS
THE FOREVER CHEMICALS
PFAs or forever chemicals are man-made chemicals
used in many packaging applications - often used as
grease repellent coatings in takeaway food boxes.
They cause a lot of harm to the natural environment, and
have been linked to causing cancers and issues with the
immune system in humans.
95% of US citizens have some concentration of PFAs in their
bodies, according to the National Ground Water Association.

MICROPLASTICS ARE THE
SMALL PIECES OF PLASTIC
IN OUR ENVIRONMENT
Microplastics are small pieces of plastic under 5mm
in diameter that can be harmful to humans and
marine ecosystems.
Microplastics come from a variety of places. Some familiar
sources are:
•

larger non-degradable plastics breaking down

•

washing textiles

•

industrial processes and much more
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UNDERSTANDING SOME BASIC TERMS FOR
BIOPLASTICS
Biodegradable plastics are designed
to biodegrade in a specific environment,
such as water or compost, under certain
conditions for varying periods.
see PHA
Home-compostable plastics are designed
to biodegrade in the conditions of a
well-managed home composter at lower
temperatures than in industrial composting
plants.
see PHA

CONVENTIONAL PLASTICS
Industrially-compostable plastics are
designed to biodegrade in the conditions
of an industrial composting plant or an
industrial anaerobic digestion plant with a
subsequent composting step.
see PLA - one of the most widely used
and recognised bioplastics is NOT
biodegradable and is only compostable in
specific conditions.
Bio-based plastics are made from
biological raw materials instead of
the fossil raw material (oil) used in
conventional plastics.

Non-biodegradable plastics last for
long periods. They can disintegrate into
smaller pieces, forming microplastics and
accumulate in the environment.
see PVC
Oxo-degradable plastics include
additives that, through oxidation, lead to
their fragmentation into microplastics or
chemical decomposition.
see D2W bags

see PET, PE, PVC
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WWF

THE OCEAN WILL
CONTAIN ONE
METRIC TON OF
PLASTIC FOR EVERY
THREE METRIC
TONS OF FISH
BY 2025
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END OF LIFE IS WHAT HAPPENS TO
A PRODUCT OR MATERIAL ONCE IT
IS AT THE END OF ITS USE
There are multiple scenarios for the
end of life, some better than others:
Composting
Eating
Recycling
Landfill

To be sustainable a product or
material must leave no negative
impact at the end of its life:
Plastic pollution
Chemical pollution
Releasing CO2
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COMPOSTING IS RECYCLING
ORGANIC MATERIAL IN A WAY
THAT MIMICS NATURE
Compostable = biodegradable. However biodegradable does
not mean that a material is compostable. Materials have to be
certified to be one of these types of compostable:
Industrial composting will
biodegrade in large specialist
facilities, where temperatures are
kept high (55 - 60 °C)
• Windrow Composting open-air
technique for garden waste
• Anaerobic19 digestion uses
heat and limited oxygen to break
material down in 6 weeks
• ‘In Vessel’ Composting as
with anaerobic digestion but
additionally churns material to
increase surface area and better
facilitates biodegradation

Home compostable material can
be composted at home, where
temperatures are lower (35 - 40 °C)
• Tests for specific contaminants
against EU standard screening for
microplastics, Heavy metal testing
and Compost Quality CO2
• It does not account for ‘biomass
sludge’, which is non-toxic
polymeric material (does not
enrich soil)
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COMPOSTING STANDARDS
ASSESS THE COMPOSTABILITY
OF EVERY MATERIAL AND
ENSURE THEY REACH THE RIGHT
END OF LIFE DESTINATION
Currently, these standards are inadequate;
and only exist for composting in industrial
plants and soil, and there are no standards for
biodegradability in water and marine ecosystems.
Consumer confusion: The differences between all these
regulations are not easy to understand. In Germany,
for instance, one of the best recycling nations in the
world, 58% of consumers think that all bioplastics are
compostable (European Environment Agency).
Composting is a local form of recycling, unlike
other forms of recycling where materials must
be shipped (increasing their carbon footprint)
to other parts of the world to be processed.

58%

of consumers think
that all bioplastics
are compostable

EUROPEAN ENVIRONMENT AGENCY PAPER CALLED 'BIODEGRADABLE AND COMPOSTABLE PLASTICS CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES'
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OK COMPOST CERTIFIED
A popular standard for composting is OK compost.
This means that the material meets
the European composting standard
(EN 13432) and the requirements
of EU directives on compostable
packaging.

These are not interchangeable; just
because something is industrially
compostable doesn’t mean it’s home
compostable - the conditions are
very different.

Industrial composting and home
composting are measured
differently; as a result, there are two
separate certificates.

Companies pay to get their products
tested by a third party to ensure
they reach these standards; the
third party logo sits to the right. TUV
Austria is a popular example.

JUST BECAUSE
SOMETHING IS
INDUSTRIALLY
COMPOSTABLE,
IT DOESN’T
MEAN IT’S HOME
COMPOSTABLE.
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LIMITATIONS OF
COMPOSTING STANDARDS
IN PACKAGING
Let’s take a look at a kraft paper
takeaway box which is often
shown to be compostable.
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However, composting standards
still allow 10% of the material to
contain problematic substances
such as microplastics. Currently, 90%
compostability is enough to pass
through standards.
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RECYCLABLE
REPOSSESSION OF A
MATERIAL TO BE REUSED
Depending on the material,
this is a simple or very complex
process. For instance, multilayer
plastics/composites are
complicated to recycle.
The ability to recycle certain materials
also depends on your location and
whether your country, local council
or government can recycle certain
materials.
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PLASTIC RECYCLING
LOGOS TO LOOK FOR
This logo means that 75% or more
local authorities in the UK recycle this
packaging.
While far from perfect, it’s currently the closest
the consumer can get to confirm that their
packaging will be correctly recycled.
Further instructions are often added to the label
to make the system as effective as possible.

MISLEADING ‘RECYCLING’
ICONS THAT MIGHT NOT
MEAN WHAT YOU THINK
The Green Dot

This icon does not mean that the
packaging it features on is recyclable;
it simply shows that the company
has contributed economically to the
recycling industry.

The Mobius Loop
This icon suggests the potential
recyclability of the material, not that it
has been recycled.
The loop with resin numbers in the
centre refers to the types of plastic
- however, whether or not they
get recycled depends on the local
infrastructure. In the UK, for instance,
only numbers 1, 2 and 5 are currently
recycled.
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AROUND
80% OF UKMADE PAPER
UTILISES
RECOVERED
PAPER

PAPER RECYCLING IS THE
MOST WIDELY ADOPTED AND
GENERALLY MOST RELIABLE
FORM OF RECYCLING
Certain types of paper products can’t be recycled:
Composite materials are multilayered items such as a
takeaway box. These are often lined with a bioplastic or
plastic coating, which is difficult to remove for recycling.
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Grease and food contaminated paper products
are often eliminated from the recycling process as
they affect the quality of the recycled paper.
WRAP has created a set of guidelines to limit and
design out any materials that are not natural fibres
(e.g. food and plastics) from the recycling process.
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⅓

LANDFILL IS MADE
UP OF PACKAGING
MATERIAL

LANDFILL IS THE OLDEST
AND STILL MOST COMMON
FORM OF WASTE DISPOSAL
There are three significant problems with landfill

Toxins Most waste that ends up in landfills contains toxic
chemicals, like electrical waste. These toxic chemicals
leach into the soil and surrounding environment, creating
long-lasting environmental hazards.
Leachate Plastics such as PVC secrete chemicals as they
break down, often landfills are exposed to rainfall; as a
result, the chemicals and water combined form leachate
that pollutes the soil.
Greenhouse gases The breaking down of materials in
landfills produces methane. Within the first 20 years of its
emission, methane is up to 100 times more potent than
Carbon Dioxide.
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IF WE THINK ABOUT
THINGS HAVING MULTIPLE
LIVES, CRADLE TO CRADLE,
WE COULD DESIGN THINGS
THAT CAN GO BACK TO
EITHER NATURE OR BACK
TO INDUSTRY FOREVER
WILLIAM MCDONOUGH

OUR
STANDARDS
NOTPLA VOCABULARY
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WE SET OUR STANDARDS
TO ENSURE OUR
PACKAGING IS NATURALLY
BIODEGRADABLE
Our products are tested using our own measures
in nature, simulating the outside world to ensure
that our materials biodegrade naturally.
Unlike other products that need certain conditions to
decompose and biodegrade, Notpla can decompose in
any environment within six weeks. From your garden soil
to your local composting site.
Current guidelines around sustainable packaging are
misleading - so we create our own to ensure our products
are worthy of the title.
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INDEX
Anaerobic (pg 15,19) without oxygen

Methane (pg 26) is a costly greenhouse gas

CO2 (pg 12) Carbon Dioxide

Organism (pg 6,8,12) is an individual animal,
plant, or single-celled life form

EU Commission (pg 20) is a governing body of
the European Union responsible for developing
and implementing law and policy.
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EU directive (Pg 20) Laws, policy and
regulations developed by the EU commission
to be implemented across EU states

Polymer/Polymeric (pg 19) refers to a materials
chemical structure of similar large molecules,
plastics, for instance, are polymers.
Synthetic (pg 11) Something resulting from a
process rather than occurring naturally

Greenhouse Gases (pg 26), or GHG for short, is
any gas in the atmosphere which absorbs and
re-emits heat and thereby keeps the planet’s
atmosphere warmer than it otherwise would be
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Carbon 101

A short history of the word sustainable
Sustainable Development Goals

What is Ecosystem Restoration? | UN Decade on
Restoration
Ecosystem: Definition, Importance, Examples,
Human Causes And Effects
What Is the circular economy?

Plastic planet: How tiny plastic particles are
polluting our soil. UN Environment Programme
What does biodegradable mean?

Standards for biodegradable and compostable

PLASTIC
Plastics 101

What are plastics

Plastic Definition and Examples in Chemistry
PFAs or forever chemicals

Assessing plastic ingestion from nature to people
Interactive Map: PFAS Contamination Crisis
EPA - Infographic
EPA - Fact Sheet

The municipal guide to PFAs contamination
Bio doesn’t always mean greener

LINKS &
REFERENCES
END OF LIFE
European Environment Agency

OPRL - UK recycling labelling charity
Recycling symbols explained

Lost in translation: Recycling signs
WRAP guidelines

CPI-Paper and Board Recyclability Guidelines

What is a landfill? Why are landfills bad for the
environment?

WHAT WOULD
YOU LIKE US TO
BREAK DOWN
NEXT?
LET US KNOW ON INSTAGRAM @NOTPLA
OR EMAIL INFO@NOTPLA.COM

